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Parts and Functions

Indoor Unit

FRONT OUTLET

CONTROL PANEL

FRONT BOARD

LEFT&RIGHT INLET
(AIR FILTER AND PROTECTING

 WIRE NET INSIDE)

LOWER INLET
(AIR FILTER AND PROTECTING

 WIRE NET INSIDE)

Outdoor Unit

INLET

DRAIN HOSE

OUTLET

CONNECTING PIPING

AND ELECTRICAL WIRING

INLET

Fuzz display

COOL display

Dehu display

AMBIENT TEMP

&SET TEMP display

FAN display

HEAT display

FAN SPEED display

TURBO/QUIET
display

NEGATIVE ION 
display

Sleep

display

TIMER ON/OFF 

display

Loading of the battery
Loading the batteries as illustrated. 2 R-03 batteries, resetting key(cylinder)

Remove the battery cover;

Load the battery:

Be sure that the loading is in 
line with the “+/-”pole request 

as illustrated.

Put on the cover again

Confirm indicator

In disorderation, Reload the
batteries or load the new 
batteries after 6 mins.

Note:
Remove the batteries in case that unit
won’t be in usage for a long period.
If there are any display after taking-out
just need to press reset key.

Remote controller

TURBO button

COOL button

AUTO button

FAN SPEED button

TIMER button

SLEEP button

LOCK button

LIGHT button

POWER ON/OFF button

DRY button

TEMP button

SWING button

HOUR button

EXTRA FUNCTION button

CONFIRM/CANCEL button

RESET button
HEAT button

Remote controller Display

FAN display
DRY displayCOOL display

MODE display

Signal sending 
display

SWING display

FAN SPEED display

QUIET display
TIMER ON display&
TIMER OFF display 
&SLEEP display Elec Heat display

Negative Ion display

TURBO display

TEMP display

HEAT display

NOTE: The unexplained buttons and displays is not available for the unit.

Remote controller’s operation

When in use, put the signal transmission head directly to the 

receiver hole  on the indoor unit.

The distance between the signal transmission head and the

 receiver hole should be within 7m without any obstacle as well 

Don’t throw or knock the remote controller .

When electronic-started type fluorescent lamp or change-over 

type fluorescent lamp or wireless telephone is installed in the 

room, the receiver is apt to be disturbedin receiving the signals,

so the distance to the indoor unit should be shorter.

NOTE

Use two same typed batteries when loading.

If the remote controller can’t run normally during 

operation, please remove the batteries and reload several 

minutes later.

False or unclear display during operation indicates

 the batteries have been used up. please change batteries.

The waste battery should be disposed properly.

Display Board

TURBO

SLEEP



HEAT

HEAT

Operation
Base Operation

Unit start

Press ON/OFF on the indoor unit ,or press ON/OFF on the
remote controller,unit starts.
The liquid crystal will display the working state of
last time (Except Timer and Sleep )

Select operation mode
Press HEAT,DRY,COOL ,or AUTO button,For each

Fan speed selection

Press FAN button. For each press,fan speed 
changes as follows:

Remote controller:

LOW MED HIAUTO

Display

circulated

Air conditioner is running under displayed fan speed.
When FAN is set to AUTO,the air conditioner automatically
adjusts the fan speed according to room temperature.

Unit stop
Press ON/OFF button, the unit stops.

Control panel display

Auto Operation

Fuzz

AUTO

COOL Operation

COOLHIGH

DRY Operation
AUTO

Dehu

FAN Operation

LOW
FAN

HEAT Operation

HEAT
LOW

Remote controller button

Air Flow Direction Adjustment

Up and down air flow 
direction display

Pos.1

Pos.2

Pos.3

Pos.4

Pos.5

Pos.1 Pos.1 Pos.1

Pos.2 Pos.2

Pos.2Pos.3 Pos.3

Pos.3Pos.4

Pos.4

Pos.4

Pos.5

Pos.5

Pos.5

Pos.6

Pos.6
Pos.7

Pos.7

Pos.8

Pos.8

Left and right air flow 
direction display

Fig.1

Fig.2

Fig.3

Fig.4

(Auto swing)

(Auto swing)

(Auto swing)

Horizontal flap Vertivcal flap

Sleep Operation

Operation Mode
In COOL,DRY mode

1 hours after SLEEP mode starts, temp. will become 1

for further 6 hours then stops. Temp. is higher than temp.setting so that
room temperature won’t be too low for your sleep.

In HEAT mode

1 hours after SLEEP mode starts, temp. will become 2

for further 3 hours then stops. Temp. is lower than temp.setting so that
room temperature won’t be too high for your sleep.

In FAN mode

It has no SLEEP function.

Temp.setting

SLEEP operation starts

Rises 1

Rises 1

Unit stop

SLEEP operation stops

In HEAT mode

In COOL DRY mode

SLEEP operation stopsSLEEP operation starts

Temp.setting Unit stop

Rises 1

Decreases 2

Decreases 2

Remote controller display

 Up and down air flow direction adjustment 

For each press of SWING button,the position of horizontal
flap and the air flow direction on remote controller display
changes as follows according to different operation models:

COOL/DRY/FAN

HEAT/AUTO mode

Remote

controller

Horizontal

flap

Pos.1 Pos.2 Pos.3 Pos.4 Pos.5

Pos.1 Pos.2 Pos.3 Pos.4 Pos.5

(Fig.1)

(Fig.3)
Note:When the unit is turned off by the remote controller or the control panel,the horizontal flap will close.

When the power supply is cut off directly, the horizontal flap will not close. Please use the remote controller

or  the control panel to stop the unit.Do not start or stop the operation by disconnecting the power supply 

and so on 

HEALTH Operation

Note:

When the HEALTH mode is set, the flap will keep the position you set. It is advisable not to keep horizontal 

flap at downward positionfor a long time in COOL or DRY mode,otherwise,condensate water might occur.

  Remote

 controller

Vertical

    flap

Pos.1 Pos.2 Pos.3 Pos.4 Pos.5 Pos.6 Pos.7 Pos.8

Pos.1 Pos.2 Pos.3 Pos.4 Pos.5 Pos.6 Pos.7 Pos.8

(Fig.2)

(Fig.4)

TURBO

SLEEP

SLEEP

TURBO

Press           button to enter additional options, when cycle display to ,

will flash, and then press ,enter to health function. When cancel the 

function, please enter additional options again and to cancel health function.

 press,operation mode changes.

Press           button to enter additional options, when cycle display to ,

will flash. And then press , enter to Left and right air flow function.

Press . For each press, move the vertical blade by a knob on air conditioner

to adjust left and right direction referring to Fig. displays as follows:

Left and right air flow adjustment



Operation

 Timer On/Off  On-Off Operation

1.After unit starts, select your desired operation mode. 

2.Press TIMER button to change TIMER mode. Every 

time the button is pressed, display changes as follows: 

Remote controller: 

BLANK

TIMER ON TIMER OFF TIMER ON-OFF 

Then select your desired TIMER mode (TIMER ON or 

TIMER OFF or TIMER ON-OFF). "    "or "      "will flash. 

3.Press      /      button to set time. 

It can be adjusted within 24 hours. 

Hints:
After replacing batteries or a power failure happens,

time setting should be reset. 

According to the Time setting sequence of TIMER

ON or TIMER OFF, either Start-Stop or Stop-Start 

TIMER OFF-ON 

0.5h 0.5h 0.5h 0.5h

Press the button for each time, setting time in the

first 12 hours increased by 0.5 hour every time,

after12 hours,increased by 1 hour every time. 

Press the button for each time, settiing time in the

first 12 hours decreased by 0.5 hour every time,

after 12 hours,decreased by 1 hour every time. 

After adjust the time,press          button and confirm

the time ON or OFF button will not flash any more. 

4.Confirm timer setting 

5.Cancel timer setting 

Press the timer button by times until the  time display

eliminated.

can be achieved.

 Healthy airflow Operation 

TURBO/QUIET Operation

(1) TURBO Operation 

Note

During POWER operation, in rapid HEAT or COOL mode,

the room will show inhomogeneous temperature distribution. 

Long period QUIET operation will cause effect of not too

cool or not too warm. 

 Power failure resume 
 (please set and apply as necessary) 

With setting of power failure resume, if sudden power failure 

occurs,the unit will resume original operation when power is

supplied again.

Setting method: With ON of remote controller (except TIMER 

and SLEEP),repeateadly press SLEEP button 10 times in 5 

seconds ,after 4 beep from the buzzer,the unit comes into 

power failure resume mode.

To cancel:

press SLEEP button continuously 10 times in 5 seconds,the

buzzer sounds beep twice and power failure resume function

is canceled.

Note:

1.When sudden power failure happens during unit

operaition in power failure resume mode,if the air

conditioner is not desired for use in a long period plea- 

se shut off the power supply in case that the unit auto- 

matically resume operation.

2.when power is re-supplied,or press ON/OFF to turn 

off the unit when power resumes. 

1.Press          to starting 

Setting the comfort work conditions.

2.The setting of healthy airflow function 

Note:

1.After setting the healthy airflow function, the position

 grill is fixed. 

3.In cooling and dry, using the air conditioner for a long

time under the high air humidity, condensate water may 

occur at the grille . 

3.The cancel of the healthy airflow function 

Notice: Do not direct the flap by hand. Otherwise, the grille 

will run incorrectly. If the grille is not run correctly, stop for 

a minute and then start, adjusting by remote controller.

2.In cooling, it is better to select the      mode.

Press           button to enter additional options,Press this

button continuously, the louvers location will cycle between

in the following three locations, to choose the swing location

what you needed,and then press          button to confirm. 

Press          button to enter additional options,Press this

button continuously, the louvers location will cycle between

in the following three locations again,and then press 

button to cancel. 

Healthy

airflow

upwarder

Healthy

airflow

downwarder

Present

position

ON OFF

(2) QUIET Operation 

When you need rapid  cooling, you can use this function. 

You can use this function when silence is needed for rest or

reading .Press button, when cycle display to 

will flash, and then press

Press  TURBO  button, the remote controller will show ,

and then achieve to the turbo function. Press again this

TURBO button, the turbo function will be canceled.

,

,enter to quiet function.

When cancel the function,please enter additional options 

again and to cancel the quiet function.



Trouble shooting Cleaning of the unit 

Maintenance

The machine is adaptive in 

following situation

Cooling

Indoor
Maximum:D.B/W.B

Maximum:D.B/W.B

D.B

Maximum:D.B

D.B

Minimum:D.B/W.B

Maximum:D.B/W.B

Minimum:D.B/W.B

Outdoor

Indoor

Outdoor

Heating

32
o
C/23

o
C

24
o
C/18

o
C

o
C/-8

o
C

43
o
C/26

o
C

18
o
C

27
o
C

18
o
C/14

o
C

o
C

7-

Minimum:

Minimum: 15

Phenomenon Cause or check points

Poor cooling 

or poor 

heating

Is the air filter dirty?normally it should be cleaned every 15 days.

Are there any ostacles before inlet and outlet?

Is temperature set correctly ?

Are there some doors or windows left open?

Is there any direct sunlight through the window during the cooling 

operation(use curtain)

Are there too much heat sources or too many people in the room

during cooling operation?

IS the horizontal flap direction right? 

It should be kept  horizontal or upward during cooling operation

 while set horizontal or  downward during heating operation.

Water leakage The air filter is dirty ;The unit is  tilt installed.

A swishing or

gurgling noise

is heard

During unit operation or at stop, a swishing or gurgling noise may be 

heard .At first 2-3 minutes after unit start, this noise is more noticeable

(This noise is generated by refrigerant flowing in the system.)

A cracking 

noise is heard

During unit operation, a cracking noise may be heard.This noise is 

generated by the casing expanding or shrinking because of 

temperature changes.

Smells are 

generated

The is because the system circulates smells from the interior air

such as the smell of furniture, paint, cigarettes.

Mist or steam 

are blown out
During COOL or DRY operation, indoor unit may blow out mist.

This is due to the sudden cooling of indoor air.

COOL mode 

changes to FAN

mode

automatically

To avoid  frosting on the heat exchanger of the indoor unit, the air

conditioner sometimes changes to FAN mode in COOL operation.but 

immediately it will change back to COOL mode.

The system

does not restart

 immediately

When unit is stopped, it won’t restart immediately unit 3 minutes have 

elapsed to protect the system.When the electric plug is pulled out 

and reinserted, the protection circuit will work for 3 minutes to protect 

the air conditioner.

In HEAT mode,

the outdoor unit 

generates water

 or steam.

This is because the frost on the heat exchanger of  the outdoor unit

 is melting (in COOL operation) .

the fan motor of

indoor unit will

 continue running 

even though the 

HEAT operation 

is stopped.

For the sake of  removing the remaining heat, the fan motor of

 indoor unit will continue running for some time after the heat 

operation’s stop.

In DRY mode, 

fan speed can’t 

be changed.

In DRY mode, when room temperature becomes lower than temp.

setting +2 ，unit will run intermittently at LOW speed regardless

of FAN setting.

None of the 

units operates

Check the power supply: make sure the rated voltage is supplied.

Check if the residual current circuit breaker trip?(make sure cut off

the power supply off and contact the service station immediately. ) 

The temperature 

displayed on the

 control panel is

 different from 

the temperature

 detected by 

the user

In consideration of the temperature difference in the room,

the air conditoner will automatically compensate the temperature

In order to improve the comfortableness  .therefore it is normal 

phenomenon.



Cautions

Please call Sales/Service Shop for the Installation. 

Do not attempt to install the air conditioner by yourself because improper works
may cause electric shock, fire, water leakage.

WARNING

2.Do not install in the place where there is any

  possibility of inflammable gas leakage around the unit. 

3.Do not get the unit exposed 

   to vapor or oil steam. 

WARNING

OFF

Use an exclusive

power source 

with a circuit

breaker

ENFORCEMENT

Do not use power supply
cord in a bundle. 

Take care not to damage 
the power supply cord. 

1.Do not use power supply cord extended 

   or connected in halfway 

STRICT

PROHIBITION

PROHIBITION PROHIBITION

PROHIBITION

Do not channel the air flow directly 
at people, especially at infants or 
the aged. 

Do not try to repair or

reconstruct by yourself. 

PROHIBITION

CAUTION

Be sure to measure the insulation

 resistance after the installation 

Do not place flower vase or water 

containers on the top of the unit.

Be sure to operate the unit by

the remote controller

or the control

panel.

If the unit is not to be

 used for a long time, 

turn off the power 

supply main switch

 to avoid an electrical

 shock or fire.

PESTICIDE

PAINT

Do not let any paint or pesticide 

spraying on the surface 

of the unit.

Ground wire should not be connectted to

gas pipelines, water

pipelines,lightning

arrester, telephone

line.

Make sure the power supply 

socket equipped with the

ground wire, in order to 

ensure the air conditioner

through the power socket

effective ground connection,

ungrounded or grounded fully, likely to 

occur the risk of  electric shock or fire.

Do not block the air inlet or outlet.

Do not obstruct 

or cover the 

ventilation

grille of the 

air conditioner.

When abnormality such as burnt-small found,immediately 

stop the operation button, cut off the power supply and 

contract sales shop.Do not try to repair or reconstruct

 by yourself.

Air filter should be cleaned regularly,if
blocked,the effect of cool or heat will
become worse,even cause fault and drops 
of water in COOL mode.while the power
consumption
will increase.



Installation Manual of Room Air Conditioner 

Read this manual before installation 
Explain sufficiently the operating means to the user 

according to this manual.

Optional parts for piping 

Accessory parts

Drawing for the installation of indoor and outdoor units 

Necessary Tools for Installation 
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Installation of indoor unit

selection of installation place

Place where it is easy to routed rain agepipe

and outdoor piping.

Place away from heat source and with less

direct sunlight.

Place where cool and warm air could be

delivered evently to every corner of the room.

Place near power supply socket. Leave enough

space around the unit.

Place robust not causing vibration,where the

body can be supported sufficiently.

Installation of outdoor unit

selection of installation place

Place strong enough to support the unitand will

not cause vibration and noise.

Place where discharged wind and noise doesn,t

causea nuisance to the neighbors.

Place where is less affected by rain or direct sunlight

and is sufficiently ventilated,or to install a shield.

Place with enough space for smooth air flow.

erom

mc
60

naht

D0 not o
bstru

ct in
 

fro
nt o

f th
e indoor

 unit.

Remote controller

Cement nail

Connecting pipe

Drain hose

Wire clip

Insulation pipe

Wall hole cover

Pping hole cover

Dry battery #7

Rubber pad

Non-adhensive tape

signal hose

LEFT BACK

RIGHT

Arrangement of piping directions



Selection of pipe 
To this unit, both liquid and gas pipes shall be insulated 

as they become Iow temperature in operation. 

Use optional parts for piping set or pipes covered with 

equivalent insulation material. 

Floor fixing dimensions 

of the outdoor unit 

(Unit:mm)

1.Making a Hole on the Wall and Fitting the Piping Hole Cover 

(Section of wall hole) 

Outdoor side 

Thickness
of wall 

Indoor side 

Wall hole 

70mm

Indoor unit 

15.88mm(5/8")

9.52mm(3/8")Liquid pipe ( )

Gas pipe   (    )

HPU-24H03/NAF

HPU-24H03/NAF

2.Piping connection of the indoor unit 

Arrangement of piping and drainage pipe 
After opening the front board, you will see an electrical box
as shown in the Fig.
Remove the right inlet before 
piping connection.

Cut away, with a hammer or a saw, the lid for piping according to piping direction

According to the piping method, connect the piping on indoor unit with union of connection pipe, arrange the piping according to

the position of the wall hole and bind drain hose, connecting electric cable and piping together with polyethylene tape.

Insert the bound piping, connecting electric cable and drain hose through wall hole to connect with outdoor unit.



Connecting the indoor/outdoor Electric Cable

Removing the wiring cover

take off wiring cover by removing its screws.

When connecting the cable after installing the indoor unit

Indoor unit

1PH,220V~,
50Hz

Power supply

special on-off

(The components in the dotted

line are user self-prepare)

ore than 30AIndoor

Outdoor

3x1.5mm2 3x0.75mm2

Insert from outside the room cable into left side of the wall hole, in which 

the pipe has already existed.

When connecting the cable before installing the indoor unit

Insert the cable from the back side of the unit, then pull it out on the front side.

Loosen the screws and insert the cable ends fully into terminal block,then tighten the screws.

Pull the cable slightly to make sure the cables have been properly inserted and tightened.

After the cable connection, never fail to fasten the connected cable with the wiring cover.

Note When connecting the cable, confirm the terminal number of indoor and outdoor units carefully

If wiring is not correct,proper operation can not be carried out and will cause defect. 

If the supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by the manufacturer or its service agent or 

a similar qualified person.

If the fuse on PC board is broken, please change it with the type of T.3.15A/250V.

The wiring method should be in line with the local wiring standard.

1.

2.

3.

4. After installation, the power plug should be easily reached.

5. A breaker should be incorporated with into wiring.The breaker should be all-pole switch and 

       the distance between its two contacts should be not less than 3mm.

Indoor unit

Outdoor unit

HPU-24H03/NAF

Remove terminal cover at the electrical box of indoor unit ,then

Pull out the cable on the front side, and connect the cable making a loop.

connecting wiring:

-mod 24: YZW, no less than 3G1.5mm

YZW, no less than 3G0.75mm

power cable:

-mod 24: YZW, no less than 3G2.5mm
22

2



Outdoor unit

Connection of pipes

To bend a pipe,givetheroundness as large as possible not to crush the pipe.

Connecting the pipe ofgas sidefirst makes working easier.

The max vertical distance between the indoor unit and the outdoor unit is 20 m. 

Half union Flare nut

Spanner

Torque wrench

Outdoor unit

Forced fastening  without careful centering

may damage the threads and cause a

leakage of gas.

Be careful that matters, such as wastes of sands, etc.

shall not enter the pipe.

2.Purging Method:

Max.Length:A=20m

Max.Elevation:B=10m

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Outdoor unit

Indoor unit

Oil trap

CAUTION
In case more than 5 metres oil trap

should be installed every 5~7m.

Pipe Diameter ( )

Liquid side  6mm(1/4")

Gas side     9.52mm(3/8")

Fastening torque

18N.m

40N.m

Gas side    12mm(1/2") 50N.m

Gas side  15.88mm(5/8") 60N.m

Liquid side  9.52mm(3/8")  42N.m

600

Pipe lengt

100 200Refigerant charge(g)

3-way valve

Liquid side
Gas side

15.88mm (5/8")
Liquid side Gas side

Push the air out of the indoor unit and piping as followes:

(1) Remove the valve cap on 2-way valvein outdoor unit.

(2) Loosen by 1/2 turn the flare nut of gas pipe gas pipe,which is 

conneted to 3-wayvalve.

(3) Loosen 2-way valve by 90 using hexagon wrench,and after approx.

6 sec tighten it up.Gas comes out through flare nut on wide pipe.If no

gas is discharged,tighten flare nut with specified torque.

(4) Open 2-way and 3-way valves using specified torque.

(5) Tighten the caps on the valves with specified torque.

2-way valve

3-way valve

2-way valve

When additional refrigerant is necessary, first purge air out of connecting pipe by external gas, then drive 

out the excessive refrigerant by purging method.

Brand new unit is charged 50g more refrigerant than spec.This is only for first installation to purge air in the 

indoor unit and connecting pipe.

When piping is longer than 5m, charge additional refrigerant specified in this list:

Pipe lengt

Refigerant charge(g)

5m 15m10m5m 10m 15m

300

9.52mm(3/8")

9.52


